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Translating the Realities of Cult 

The Case of the Book of the Temple 

Joachim Quack

The Book of the Temple is an enormous manual about the ideal 
Egyptian temple, its architecture and the way it should be run, 
including a detailed list of the rights and duties of all different 
categories of priests and temple employees.1 This is a text which 
tells very little about theology or mythology, and rituals are at the 
most only described from a functional perspective: for example, about 
which rooms are needed for them. Neither is there a complete 
description of a festival nor do we get the texts to be recited. By 
contrast, we hear a lot about the everyday aspects of temple life. The 
structural layout of the building, the rooms and their orientation 
towards each other, the doors and where they open, gets full coverage. 
This is not limited to the inner temple rooms with their focus on 
ritual activities, but also on the more functional rooms (mainly in the 
outer areas of the temple), economic installations like the cattle pen 
and the duck pond, and even the rubbish heap. Also, we get a much 
more detailed description of which rights, duties, and work assign
ments many different kinds of priests have than from other sources. 
So, the realities of cult in their practical organization are the focus of 
the text.

It has a transmission which is of unusual complexity, not only for 
the sheer amount of different manuscripts (at the latest count about

1 For preliminary reports, see Quack (2000), (2003), (2004), (2005a), (2005b), id. 
(2007), (2009b), (2010a), (forthcoming).
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50 different ones),2 but even more so for the coverage of different 
languages and scripts. All extant manuscripts are of the Imperial 
Roman period (first and second century ce), but there are reasons 
to believe that the composition as such goes back to an older 
archetype.

The basic text which is numerically the best attested is a version in 
classical Egyptian language and hieratic script. Somewhat less com
mon is the Demotic version, and at the moment the distribution is 
rather unbalanced, with only one Demotic manuscript which can be 
attributed to the section about duties3 while all the rest covers the 
architectural section. Most of the Demotic manuscripts show a not
able admixture of isolated hieratic signs. This is relatively likely to 
indicate that the archetype of the Demotic version was written in 
hieratic script, even if in Demotic language. Such a situation was most 
typical for the early Demotic period.4 With some likelihood, we can 
conclude that the Demotic version was produced during that time, 
most probably the Saitic dynasty.

It is, however, the Greek version which is of particular interest for 
the actual question, and here we have some paradoxical features. 
While the Greek version is much less well attested and preserved 
than the Egyptian one, with only two fragments from a single manu
script currently known, it is completely edited5 while the greatest part 
of the Egyptian fragments are unpublished. That might tell a bit about 
the relative state of the different disciplines, including the fact that 
Greek papyrologists take it as normal to edit texts from the Roman 
Period, while most Egyptologists have a distinct preference for older 
material.

Still, the history of publication and interpretation of the Greek 
fragments is a story of errors and misjudgements which in itself 
might have some value in teaching us not to draw too hasty

The Book of the Temple

2 In addition to the report by Quack (2005b), esp. p. 114,1 can now signal a newly 
identified manuscript in Strasbourg (most probably from Soknopaiu Nesos), as well as 
fragments in Aberdeen belonging to one of the already known manuscripts.

3 Papyrus Tebtunis Tait 23; even though I have no hieratic parallel for it, the 
attribution to the Book of the Temple seems fairly certain from the content. Most of 
the problems which Tait (1977), 78f., had with the text can be solved once it is 
recognized that he has misread the personal pronoun mtw-w ‘they’ as simple mtw.

4 See in detail Quack (2010b).
5 At least to my knowledge, but here I would be most grateful to anybody who 

could find additional fragments.
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conclusions. The first fragment to be published was Papyrus Oslo 2. 
But that was originally published as a magical papyrus,6 and remains 
classified as such with the label PGM XXXVII even in the most recent 
treatments of Greco-Egyptian magical papyri.7 Nobody ever 
explained in detail why he thought the fragment to be magical, and 
the only possible reason I see is that one obviously non-Greek word in 
the text is presented with a supralinear stroke in the same way many 
names of demons are treated in the magical texts. I will come back 
later to that word.

Scholars did not feel completely happy with such a labelling.8 
There was a proposal to recognize it as part of a manual on the 
plant peony.9 In the only translation ever published, it was proposed 
that the recto of the text was a biblical or theological text, the verso a 
divinatory text.10 By far the best idea was that of Totti (never devel
oped in great detail) to see the manuscript as a parallel to the 
fragment published by Schulman (which I shall discuss below).11 
Until now, the manuscript has generally been assumed to come 
from the Fayum area and to date to the fourth century ce. I will 
show below that both points are likely to be wrong.

Of far more immediate comprehensibility was the second Greek 
fragment, papyrus Washington University inv. 138. Archaeologic- 
ally, it is ascertained to come from Oxyrhynchus where it was 
excavated by Petrie in early 1922.12 Already in the editio princeps 
by Schulman it was recognized as a text about Egyptian priests and 
temples.13 A restudy by Merkelbach brought some precision to the 
understanding. He differentiated between the texts on the recto 
and the verso of the papyrus which were written by different 
hands. The recto he proposed to recognize as a priestly oath to 
be taken during initiation, while he saw the verso as part of a

6 Eitrem (1925), 18.
7 So since Preisendanz (1973-4), II. 175f.
8 So e.g. Martinez and Sanchez Romero (1987), 360, without taking a definite 

position.
9 Peterson (1926), 508.

10 R. Kotansky, in Betz (1985), 278.
11 Totti (1985), 24. Accepted by Merkelbach (2001), 171 n. 3.
12 For the exact date of the dig, see Petrie (1925), 1.
13 Schulman (1960). The text has been re-edited in Maresch and Packman (1990), 

31-5 (recto as no. 71) and 36-9 (verso as no. 72).
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manual of the moskhosphragistes (calf-slaughterer).14 I will come back 
to the question of the identity of the verso at the end of this article.

Merkelbach’s contribution opened up the way for subsequent discus
sions by Egyptologists, mainly because he noted similarities between the 
oath passages in the Greek papyrus and the declarations of innocence in 
the Egyptian Book of the Dead. Grieshammer took up the fact of similar
ities between the two compositions and postulated that the Egyptian text, 
in spite of its funerary attestations, had an original Sitz im Leben in priestly 
oaths.15 While this was accepted by some scholars and used for further 
argumentations,16 others disagreed, mainly pointing out that the Greek 
papyrus of the second century ce was too late to be of relevance for the 
much older attestations of the Book of the Dead.17 Without openly 
engaging with this discussion, Robert Ritner has proposed that the 
Egyptian funerary text was not about permanent taboos but about restric
tions and abstinence preparatory for entrance into a sacred space and 
state;18 however his argumentation is based upon questionable interpret
ations of the text which, contrary to his assumptions, does not speak about 
“unavoidable actions” but is rather more specific.19

In this controversial discussion, I brought in a new element by 
showing that there were Egyptian hieratic fragments which, on the 
one hand, could be safely attributed to the Book of the Temple, and, on 
the other hand, were obviously parallel to the oath transmitted in the 
Greek papyrus.20 Since then, progress could be made on the Egyptian 
as well as the Greek side.

For the Greek side, the single most important point to be made is 
that the two fragments belong not to two different manuscripts, but 
form part of a single one and are actually almost directly joining.21 
The hands of both sides look very similar, and my Heidelberg col
league Andrea Jordens has confirmed to me from a photograph 
provided by Oslo University Library that the Oslo fragment should

The Book of the Temple

14 Merkelbach (1968), 13-30; see further id. (1987).
15 Grieshammer (1974).
16 e.g. Junge (1979), 110; Assmann (1990), Gee (1998).
17 Griffiths (1991), 218-24; Lichtheim (1992), 127.
18 Ritner (2000), p. 60f.
19 It is beyond the scope of this article to enter into a detailed philological 

discussion of the passages on which Ritner bases his argument, e.g. the “winking” in 
the text is not an everyday harmless activity but a rather hidden signal of allegiance 
with one party in a dispute.

20 Quack (1997). This discovery was already used by Kucharek (2005), 71-8.
21 Already briefly noted in Quack (2005b), 106.
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also be dated to the second century ce, not the fourth as proposed in the 
original edition. Also, Gunn Haland from Oslo University Library has 
confirmed to me that the batch of papyri acquired by Eitrem contained 
material from Oxyrhynchus as well, not only from the Fayum.22

Furthermore, it should be noted that the first column of the 
Washington University papyrus ends23 with a group read ay by 
Schulman24 and dA by Blake25 while the first fine of the Oslo 
papyrus26 begins with dpdnrwv. I would postulate that this should 
be combined and slightly corrected in reading to give dydptoTTwv.27 So, 
the text can be directly continued from the first column of the 
Washington University papyrus to the Oslo papyrus which forms 
the upper part of its second column and of which only about half a 
letter is missing at the very beginning of the lines.

For the Egyptian side, at the moment I have one fragment belong
ing to P.Carlsberg 312 and three fragments belonging to PSI Inv. I 89 
which are relevant for the sections covered by the Greek papyrus. In 
both cases, they form only a small part of a much larger (even though 
quite fragmentary)28 manuscript of which several other fragments are 
safely paralleled by other manuscripts of the Book of the Temple. Both 
manuscripts are in hieratic; at the moment for this specific section 
there are no Demotic manuscripts available. The fragment of 
P.Carlsberg 312 is, with some probability, directly parallel to one of 
those belonging to PSI Inv. I 89.

Here, a provisional edition of the Egyptian fragments will be given:29

22 Personal information, April 2000.
23 It should be stressed that this is really the last line of the column preserved up to 

the last letter; the lower margin is clear on the photograph. Thus, it is a bit strange that 
Totti (1985), 22, reconstructs parts of a further line for this column.

24 Schulman (1960), 163.
25 Blake, apud Merkelbach (1968), 17, taken over by Totti (1985), 22.
26 The upper margin is clearly preserved.
27 According to the photograph, the letter in question is almost completely des

troyed; Maresch and Packman (1990), 24, even read a[AAo], marking it as completely 
destroyed (although three letters are certainly more than can be fitted within the lost 
part at the end of the line).

28 Still, in comparison to other manuscripts, they have to be counted among the 
better preserved and more important testimonies.

29 I would like to note that hatched areas without hieroglyphs can mean total loss 
of the papyrus as well as remnants of signs which have up to now resisted attempts at 
deciphering them. One hatched square at the beginning and end of each line is used to 
signal that no margin is preserved. The underlined signs are red in the original 
(marking the beginning of a new section).
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PSI Inv. I 89, first fragment

2 111 f <s> 11 ^ il lit 11?

PSI Inv. I 89, second fragment

PSI Inv. I 89, third fragment

P.Carlsberg 312

QC © 

zW/,J\ A

Fig. 11.1. PSI Inv. I 89, first fragment PSI Inv. I 89, second fragment, PSI 
Inv. I 89, third fragment P.Carlsberg 312
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While the internal order of the fragments could be in doubt, the Greek 
parallel provides a guide for the arrangement. I provide a translation 
here, adding alongside the various parallels in the Greek text.

PSI Inv. I 89, first fragment.

1 [...]...30 who stand by it, saying: ‘I will not eat a taboo [... ]
cf.: P.Washington, I, 16-18: -napovTcov twv TTpa)To[oToXiOTU>v Tr]pos paprvp- 
lav on ov prj <payu> [a ovk e^eo]rcv lepcvoi.

2 [... ] them with the god. I do/did not [... ]31 my arm in order to cut off 
any head [... ]

For the second part, cf. P.Washington I, 20: ovk a.<peipr)Ka xecpaXrjv Qomv.
3 [... ] I do [not] cut(?) my arm in order to [... ]
No clear correspondence.

PSI Inv. I 89, second fragment

x+1 [... ] my/me. [I] have never [... ]
Cf. perhaps P.Washington I, 21 [ou TT<*p6ve\vKa. It is not impossible that 
line x+1 of this fragment forms part of the same line as line 3 of the first 
fragment.
x+2 [..] I [will not] [mi]ngle32 [with... ]
Cf. P.Washington I, 22 or 23 (both have ov p.ep,iyp,<u). 
x+3 [... ] in her/their33 impurity [... ]
Cf. P.Oslo 1 aKadaprcov or 2 {p.epoXvojpevan’. 
x+4 [... ] them wi[th34... ]

PSI Inv. I 89, third fragment

x+1 [...]....[...] 
x+2 [...]................[...]
x+3 [... cause to] adore35 god at the stairway [... ]
No certain correspondence, but maybe cf. P.Oslo 8 [iv rui] npoaontu) 
P^yaXp <pu)v[fj]\ especially if irpodcneiov does not denote the suburb but an 
area of the forecourt of a temple.36
x+4 [... ] in the temple [..........]...........[... ]
No obvious correspondence, maybe at the lost end of P.Oslo 10. 
x+5 [... ex]cept the [... ] of the two lands. [I will] not [... ]

30 According to the determinative, a group of persons.
31 Maybe to be restored ‘[stretch out]’.
32 To be restored as [rm 3b]f).n=i [hnc...].
33 The suffix might be either 3 sg. fem =$ or 3 pi. =s[n],
34 To be restored h[nc].
35 To be restored probably as [rci.t] tw3=f-n(r in accordance with P.Carlsberg 312, 

2, even if that specific line does not necessarily cover the very same passage in the text.
36 For the meaning, see Vanderlip (1972), 11.
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Possibly corresponds to lost parts in P.Oslo 12.
x+6 [... ] any man himself in the. [... ] of the temple [... ]
Cf. P.Washington II, 3 eav Troir/or) avOpuiiros iv l[epw].37 
x+7 [... ] for him because of it. I will not eat nor drink [... ]
Cf. P.Washington II, 5-6 <lvt6[v /card to] a8iKT)pa. ov pi) cpayw ou pi) 
tt[iu)].

x+8 [... in the] writing; I will not come close to them [with my 
fingers38... ]

cf. P.Washington II, 7-8 c]v row /3([/3AiW] ov&i oi> pi/ koXXt/oco tovs 
8a/rTi;Aou[j... ].39
x+9 [... ]......................[I] will not lift [... ]
cf. P.Washington II, 9f. ov p[i) apcu iv] T-rj x€lPl £,vyov. 
x+10 [... ] field [... ]
Cf. P.Washington II, 10 y[rjv]. 
x+11 [... ] I [will not... ]
This could correspond to P.Washington II, 11 or 12 where we have 
negated phrases.

P.Carlsberg 312

1 [... half-]moon festival,40 at the...41 [... ]
2 [... ] to initiate him, to cause [him] to [adore] god42
3 [... ] I [will not eat] any taboo of [... ]43
4 [... ] I [not__ I... ] not kill [... ]

For the placement of the fragment of P.Carlsberg 312, the likeliest 
possibility is that it runs parallel to the beginning of the first oath 
(thus its line 3 would be parallel to PSI Inv. I 89, first fragment, 1). 
First, there we have the direct object bw.t immediately after the verb 
while at the other possible placement (parallel to PSI Inv. I 89, third 
fragment, x+7), a second negated verb comes immediately, and any 
direct object only afterwards. Secondly, in P.Carlsberg 312, with line 3

37 It should be noted that probably the first two lines of the Washington papyrus 
provide the missing first letters of the last two lines of the Oslo papyrus.

38 I restore [m £bc.w=i] according to the Greek version.
39 The Egyptian text shows that the interpretation of koXXt)ou> tovs 8<lktvXovs as 

‘let stick to the fingers’ in the sense of‘purloin temple property’ (proposed by Youtie, 
apud Schulman (1960), 167f.; doubted by Schulman himself, but accepted by 
Merkelbach (1968), 18) or ‘get bribed’ (proposed by Merkelbach (2001), 171 n. 6 
and accepted by Kucharek (2005), 75 n. 2), is to be abandoned. I have some 
reservations about the usual restoration of oiiSevi at the end of the line.

40 To be restored as [tnjl.t.
41 Probably another date, according to the determinative.
42 To be restored as rci.t l(W3=f] ndr...[...].
43 A possible restoration would be ‘of a priest’.
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we are clearly within the wording of the oath, but line 2 still 
describes the corresponding ceremony, and in P.Washington I, 17, 
the phrase about not eating improper food comes as the first of all 
promises while in P.Washington II, 7, the second promise of not 
eating taboos comes after several more lines of promises within the 
wording of the oath. Also, line 4 is likely to be a correspondence to 
P.Washington I, 21.

Looking up the relative correspondence of the versions, it seems 
that for most of the text, one line of Egyptian corresponds to about 
two lines of the Greek text. However, for the last lines of PSI Inv. I 89 
(from x+8 onwards), the ratio shrinks to about one line of Egyptian 
for one line of Greek. Since it is highly unlikely that the line size in any 
of the manuscripts widened or diminished dramatically within the 
same column, we have to suppose that either the Egyptian text is 
secondarily expanded at this point or, perhaps more likely, that the 
Greek text has abbreviated the original here. In spite of this unsolved 
problem, as far as the conservation of both texts permits to judge, the 
Greek version provides a relatively faithful rendering of the Egyptian 
text (especially if we considered that it might have been not directly 
dependent upon the Middle-Egyptian text presented here, but filtered 
through the intermediary of a Demotic version).

One grammatical point might be worthy of special notice. Merkel- 
bach had already pointed out that the Greek text distinguishes 
between two categories in the oath phrases. On the one hand, there 
are oath formulae in the perfect, on the other hand, those with aorist 
subjunctive.44 He interpreted them as distinction between grave sins 
which nobody was allowed to have committed if he wished to become 
a priest, while the other ones were relevant for somebody who 
actually was a priest but irrelevant for the time before service.

In the Egyptian text, we can also notice a distinction. Most pre
served sections concern the form nn scm.n=l which is a graphic 
mixture between two different Middle-Egyptian constructions, 
namely n scm.n=i ‘I do not do (habitually)’ and nn scm-l ‘I will not 
do’. In addition, we have at least one instance of the writing nn sp 
scm=l, and this, in spite of the neutralization between nn and n in late 
orthography, can only be a negation of the past (classical n sp SQm=l ‘I 
have never done’). Thus, the distinction in the Greek text obviously

44 Merkelbach (1968), 23.



goes back to its Egyptian model, and Merkelbach’s explanation is 
likely to be right.

The text preserved here is likely to come from the section about 
priests in general which, in the Book of the Temple, at the moment is 
rather free-floating. I know of several, sometimes quite extended 
sections which speak about material provisions of priests, care for 
widow and children in case of death, the right of access to certain off- 
limit parts of the temple (including cases where the priest is not on his 
own turf but visits other temples), but none of them has an estab
lished material link giving the direct switchover to or from another 
section. Internal logic would speak in favour of placing all this group 
of fragments between the architectural section and the treatment of 
the different individual classes of priests, thus from about the middle 
of the composition, but this cannot be considered as certain.

As it is evident most clearly from the Greek, we have here, embed
ded in a section about the initiation of priests (the keyword pvar-qp- 
laoOrjvcu is preserved in P.Washington I, 12),45 the actual wording of 
two different oaths to be sworn in two different situations. The first 
direct speech goes from P.Washington I, 17 to P.Oslo 3; the second 
one from P.Oslo 11 to P.Washington II, 13. P.Carlsberg 312 seems to 
provide evidence that the initiation was tied to certain dates, espe
cially in connection with phases of the moon. This is not surprising, 
since in Egypt, from the later Middle Kingdom onwards,46 priestly 
service in the temple was regulated according to the lunar cycle 
(either by direct observation or through schematic calendars)47

The question of the practical performance brings up again the 
word ovooeO-qovxL given with a supralinear stroke in the Oslo part 
(1. 6), probably as a place where to proceed to. My proposal for 
interpreting it would be as wsh.t c3.t nti hr wlj'i.w large hall which 
is provided with columns’. This proposal is inspired by the actual 
attestation, within the hieratic text, of several instances of a wslj.t c3.t 
hr(.t) wlj3.w large hall provided with columns’. Since this in itself 
would not yet explain the presence of the element e8 and since we 
have more probably to reckon with a contemporary (i.e. Demotic)

45 This is also a good indication that the word bsi appearing in P.Carlsberg 312, 2 
can also be translated as ‘to initiate’ which provides welcome evidence concerning the 
question of mysteries and initiation in Ancient Egypt; see Quack (2002b).

46 For the probable introduction of this system during the reign of Sesostris III, see 
Luft (1992), 190 f. and 196f.

47 See most recently Bennet (2008), cols. 525-54.

276 The Book of the Temple



form where the nisbe-form hr(.t) would no longer be grammatically 
active, I propose the version given above as a postulated Demotic 
Egyptian form which would be an almost perfect phonetic match for 
the actual Greek rendering.48

Unfortunately, it is impossible to judge with certainty whether the 
Greek translation ever covered the whole of the Book of the Temple or 
was limited to a specific section about the initiation of (higher) 
priests.

I should also remark at least briefly, in returning to the starting 
point of the discussion about Book of the Dead chapter 125, that, in 
my opinion, the funerary text is not a direct derivation of a priestly 
oath of initiation. I see it rather as a development out of a structurally 
similar initiatory ritual for the royal court, but a detailed discussion 
would go beyond the limits of this study.49

Some remarks on the verso text are also in order. It was understood 
by Merkelbach to form part of a manual of the calf-slaughterer 
(moschosphragistes).50 This was based mainly on one single occur
rence of the word in P. Washington II, 12 and some speculative 
interpretations of tatters of sentences. My own proposal would be 
quite different. The most obvious feature of the text is that it is 
structured in a number of phrases beginning with eav ‘when/if, 
thus it contains casuistic sections. The scope of them is about behav
iour within the framework of a temple, and they provide laws, as 
shown by the actual preservation of aAAo? vofxos ‘another law’ 
(P. Washington University I, 8).51 They seem to be severe, 
P. Washington II, 15 speaks of cutting off ears and nose.52 I know 
of similar fragments in Egyptian language, forming part of a manual 
somewhat similar to the Book of the Temple, even though obviously a 
different composition. This treats temple law and regulations for the
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48 The element wslj.t “hall” would shift phonetically to wsS(.t) and be reduced in 
stress, thus ova is a good rendering; the adjective c3.t is co in Coptic, thus o is a good 
rendering; the relative converter ntl becomes er in Coptic; the preposition hr is xa. 
(the Greek q is the only less than perfect fit), and wl}3.w “columns” fits well with ovgi 
(no vocalised form available).

49 See for the moment the short remarks in J. F. Quack, ‘Concepts of Purity in 
Egyptian Religion’, in Chr. Frevel, Chr. Nihan (eds.). Purity in Ancient Judaism and 
the Ancient Mediterranean World and the Forming of Religious Traditions, in press.

50 Merkelbach (1968), 8-13; accepted by Maresch and Packman (1990), 36-9.
51 This expression might also be restored in P. Washington 1,4 f. and P. Oslo 4 f.
52 This is a frequent Egyptian punishment, see Miiller-Wollermann (2004), 

pp. 205-8.
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priests, and it has a section structured by the heading kll hp ‘another 
law’.53 It includes also rather harsh punishments, mentioning impale
ment as well as beating. I see it as quite likely that the Greek text on 
the verso of the papyrus Washington University inv. 138 + P.Oslo 
2 forms part of a translation of this composition, although I cannot 
yet provide any Egyptian section directly paralleling the preserved 
parts. It would certainly make sense to have on one side of the 
papyrus the Book of the Temple, and on the other one a manual of 
temple law; and since both are relatively extended compositions, the 
probability increases that originally, all of the Book of the Temple was 
present, not only a small selection.

Another point is of interest for evaluating the place of the Greek 
translation in the community of Oxyrhynchus. Up to now almost 
exclusively Greek papyri from Oxyrhynchus have been published, 
and this is one factor which has contributed to the fact that the side 
of Egyptian religion and culture at Oxyrhynchus is still seriously 
underestimated in current research.54 But there is a limited amount 
of hieratic and Demotic material with ascertained provenance from 
that place as well.55 Among them, there is one hieratic manuscript 
which certainly forms part of the Book of the Temple (it can be 
paralleled by other manuscripts) and at least one more which is likely 
to belong to it as well, even though up to now it cannot yet be paralleled 
by any other manuscript of the composition. There are also attestations 
for practically all normal textual genres of Egyptian religious literature, 
attesting to an ongoing Egyptian-language cult. This hardly comes as a 
real surprise, given that the most important sanctuary of the city was 
the one for Thoueris, an Egyptian goddess.56

Another text in Egyptian language, even though using Greek letters 
(plus some signs taken from Demotic) is the quite difficult ‘Late-Egyptian’ 
papyrus BM 10808.57 While the text is very difficult and actual

53 See Quack (2000) 18 f.
54 To take an example, Bowman (2007), 179f., is in need of serious revision. Also 

the position of Whitehorn (1995), 3071, that these are texts showing an antiquarian 
interest of Greeks in Egyptian religion is hardly adequate.

55 Nowadays housed in the papyrus collection of the EES, Oxford. The following 
remarks are based on a personal inspection. For the following discussion, compare 
Quack (in press b).

56 Kruger (1990), 101-5; Whitehorne (1995), 3080-2.
57 See especially Osing (1976); the new edition by Sederholm (2006) is in general 

not a step forward.



interpretations diverge widely,58 it can at least demonstrate beyond doubt 
that there was a group at Oxyrhynchus which stood in the traditional 
Egyptian tradition of incantations but switched the graphic (not linguis
tic) medium, at least as far as the wording of the incantation is 
concerned.59

On the other hand, Oxyrhynchus is also a place from which we 
have good evidence for texts which either claim to be translations 
from Egyptian into Greek, or at least have some likelihood to actually 
be translations or free adaptations. The best-known case is probably 
the papyrus carrying on the recto the praise of Isis (P.Oxy. 1380),60 
and on the verso the aretalogy of Asclepius-Imouthes (P.Oxy. 
1381).61 The first one in particular can be profitably compared with 
an Egyptian Demotic composition attested in probably at least three 
different manuscripts, calling for worship of Isis to the exclusion of 
any other deity and enumerating identification of Isis at different 
places in topographical order.62 There is even an unpublished Dem
otic papyrus which, like the Greek text, extends the equation of Isis 
with local deities to non-Egyptian ones.63 For the second one, there is 
even a possibility that we might have remnants of the actual Demotic 
composition.64

A further example is P.Oxy. 2552, a papyrus with drawings of gods 
in Egyptian style, combined with scanty remains of a Greek text that 
might describe these deities.65 Perhaps rather closely related is 
P.Washington University inv. 139.66 It was originally understood as
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58 I myself have proposed, in Quack 2009c that it contains spells for gaining favour 
and affection.

59 The remains of the second column demonstrate that the description of the 
manual rite was given in Demotic Egyptian, see Dieleman (2004) and more fully 
the evidence of the newly discovered fragment. The choice of the Greek alphabet with 
additional signs for the incantation could be based on a desire to record the pronun
ciation as exactly as possible.

60 Editio princeps Grenfell and Hunt (1915), 190-220; see especially the indications 
of Totti (1985), 62-75; the epithets are used in Bricault (1996), 11-75.

61 Editio princeps Grenfell and Hunt (1915), 221-34; French translation Festugiere 
(1950), 52-5; commentary with bibliography Wildung (1977), 93-8; new edition Totti 
(1985), 36-45; German translation by Jordens (2010), 318-21.

62 See Kockelmann (2008); Quack (2009a), 107-8.
63 Described briefly by M. Stadler apud Kockelmann (2008), 86.
64 Quack (2009a), 69 f.
65 Edition J. W. B. Bams, in Bams, Parsons, Rea, and Turner (1966), 71.
66 Editio princeps Packman (1976), 177-79; new edition by Maresch and Packman 

(1990), 47-51 (text 74); Daniel and Maltomini (1992), 90-4 (text 70).
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magical, but Thissen has plausibly suggested that it should be inter
preted as an Egyptian cosmogonic text.67

Also describing Egyptian deities, especially chronocratoric ones, is 
P.Oxy. 465.68 It contains Egyptian names with sometimes Greek 
explanations of the meaning. The form of the deities is clearly within 
the range of polymorphic Egyptian iconography.

P.Oxy. 470 expounds an astral allegorization of a board game.69 To 
judge from the genuine Egyptian words preserved in it, it is likely to 
be translated from Egyptian.

P.Oxy. 2332 is one manuscript of the Oracle of the Potter.70 This 
text directly confirms that it is translated from the Egyptian, and even 
if there is still no fragment of such a version identified, the claim does 
not seem unlikely. In any case, the genre is well attested in Egyptian 
Demotic.71

Among the juridical texts, one can mention P.Oxy. 328572 which is 
a direct translation of the Demotic legal manual of which the best 
preserved copy (directly paralleled in the Greek fragment) comes 
from Hermopolis.73

Furthermore, we have literary compositions like the Sesostris/Se- 
sonchosis romance P.Oxy. 182674 and P.Oxy. 2466 + 3319.75 They

67 Thissen (1996), p. 156. Already Turner, apud Maresch and Packman (1990), 47, 
proposed to see it as a cosmology and not as a magical text.

68 Grenfell and Hunt (1903), 126-37; photography of a part in Gundel and Gundel 
(1966), pi. III. I should stress that the identification of this text as part of the 
Salmeschiniaka, as already proposed in the editio princeps and further elaborated by 
Gundel (1936), 39-41 and 413f. is likely to be wrong. For a more detailed discussion, 
see Quack (2002a).

69 Editio princeps Grenfell and Hunt (1903), 141-6; see especially Pieper (1931), 
29-32; id., (1934); Gundel and Gundel (1966), 37 and 168f.

70 Editio princeps Lobel and Roberts (1954), pp. 9-99; for the text, see Koenen 
(2002); Quack (2009a), 178-81.

71 Quack (2009a), 174-88.
72 Editio princeps J. R. Rea, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Vol. XLVI (London 1978), 

pp. 30-8.
73 Study of the parallel sections by Pestman (1985); handy edition of the Demotic 

as well as Greek texts by K. Donker van Heel, The Legal Manual of Hermopolis 
[P. Mattha] (Leiden 1990).

74 Editio princeps Grenfell/Hunt, Oxyrhynchus Papyri XV, S. 228 f.
75 Editio princeps J. Rea, in E. G. Turner/J. Rea/L. Koenen/J. Ma. Fernandez Pomar 

(eds.), The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Part XXVII [GRM 39] (London 1962), pp. 130-6, and 
M. West in R. A. Coles/M.W. Haslam, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Vol. XLVII (London 
1980), pp. 11-19. See further Luppe (1981); O’Sullivan and Beck (1982); Ruiz-Montero 
(1989); Stephens and Winkler (1994), 246-66; Ladynin (2010), p. 122-42.



are not necessarily direct translations of Egyptian compositions, but 
by this point genuine Demotic fragments of a story about Prince 
Sesostris are known.76 Also a tale about Amen[o]ph[this] in P.Oxy. 
301177 is at least under suspicion of being based on an Egyptian 
model.78

The general picture emerging from this evidence shows a milieu 
of cultural mixture and translations from Egyptian to Greek.79 It 
should be stressed that real translations (as opposed to free adapta
tions) of Egyptian texts in Greek are mainly attested for, on the one 
hand, religious texts,80 on the other hand, juridical texts. These are 
texts which are needed not for their literary and stylistic merits but 
for the contents which were still of real relevance. In this line I also 
see the Greek translation of the Book of the Temple: as a text needed 
for practical means in a community which adhered to Egyptian 
cultic traditions while its cultural outlook otherwise was probably 
dominated by Greek literature and philosophy, mingled with Egyp
tian heritage.81 The fact of the translation could be an indication 
that within this group, competence in Egyptian writing was no 
longer taken for granted, even if linguistic competence as such was 
present. This is, of course, to be seen within the general framework 
of a rather rapid decline of texts in Egyptian language writing in the 
Roman Empire,82 countered only to some degree when the new 
religion of Christianity brought renewed relevance for literary and 
religious texts in Egyptian language.
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76 Widmer (2002), 377-93; Quack (2009a), 32f.
77 J. P. Parsons, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Vol. XLII (London 1974), pp. 41-3; 

Quaegebeur (1986), 101; Kussl (1991), 178f., who also discusses whether P. Freiburg 
47 belongs to the same composition.

78 Quack (2009a), 34f.
79 Cf. Frankfurter (1998), 238-48; Dieleman (2005), esp. 103-44; Fewster (2002), 

Papaconstantinou (ed.) (2010).
80 This applies also, in my view, to the translation of the Demotic Myth of the Sun’s 

Eye attested in P. BM 274. While I have treated that text in Quack (2009a), 148-60 
among literary compositions, in order to satisfy expectations, I would consider the 
text as being rather more a religious composition than a purely literary work.

81 Obviously, this kind of cultural intermingling lies at the base of such phenomena 
as the Hermetic literature but I cannot go into the details here. See also Jasnow, in this 
volume.

82 See e.g. Zauzich (1983); Lewis (1993).
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